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Sea—wave

We choose sakura as our major design element. In the top of our subway station are two cherry
blossoms. In reality, they have function to absorb sunshine and translate the solar energy into the
electronic energy, then the elevator could being operate normally. Our design shpae for the elevator 
is the sakura also. 

  

We all know that sakura is the symbol of Japan, Japan is an island country. So our design shape for
the subway station is sakura blooming in the wave. Just like Japan create their prosperous culture
in the sea. Our design theme is only for Japanese. We create many ideas to combine the beauty of 
the station with the sustainable using of it.

The top of the subway station is using some light and thin materials to create the shpae like wave.
In the sunny day, when the sunshine irradiate the surface, the shine will be reflected like a mirror which
makes the whole station a great beauty. In addition, in the first floor of our station also own the shape
of wave. The beauty curves create a comfortable and pleasing atmosphere for people.

We create the sakura solar energy machine to reduce the comsuption of our nomal energy to operate
the elevator and the solar energy could also be used in solving other things. That means the station 
could function itself very well. We can see the four balls in the picture which is a system to close the 
whole subway station when the rain is heavily or when there are huge floods. The four vertical doors 
will close the entrance of the subway station. It ensures that the station will be well when the disaster
is coming.
  

We make some technical extensions on our works of compitation. We realize the synchronization of 
a car between the reality and the virtual city. When the car in our real road in the city is coming, our 
virtual city could simulate it at the same time. We use the video wall to show this point. Furthermore,
we make a deep analysis on the city noise. We seize noises in the city and show them in the noise wall.
The realizing of our further fuctions could show that we can deal well with the connection of hardware
interface as well as the accordance with the big theme of constructing Smart City. 
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SAKURA ELEVATOR
Our elevator design is like the sakura. Each of this elevator
contains four small elevator which means that it can contain
a lot of people for one time. In the surrounding is the petal 
shape made in glasses. People can take this elevator to go
upstair to appreciate the beautiful scenary in Japan and the 
sea.
Our major design thinkings have already permeate into every specific details in the 
subway station. We try to take care of our integrated beauty, meaning and function
as well as not regardless of things people are truly using in the subway station.
We design for people and hope that they can truly enjoy such things in their lives. The
idea of the chromatic music waving wall is just from a time when I feel boring in waiting
the subway. 

NOISY ANALYSIS

SAKURA SOLAR ENERGY DEVICE

WHOLE SENSE OF THE SUBWAY STATION

TRANSPOTATION SYNCHRONIZATION
Noisy wall in different roads
Nowadays, noisy problem in our city is more and more serious which need our
more concerned. We use the function of noisy simulation in the software to 
to realize the noisy analysis in our city.
In the first picture, we create a noisy wall in a busy street. The max noise is
allowed in 69.5dB. The color of green represents the 0dB noisy and the red
color represents the most serious deep of noise. We can easily know that 
in the center of the street, the cars make a lot of noisy where the red colorin the center of the street, the cars make a lot of noisy where the red color
is concentrated on. Another picture is near a subway station, we can see the
same results as the first one.
By using this function, we can consider the influence from ground, structures 
and buildings and then make the noisy simulation according to the different
voice pressure from the voice point
in the voice cover.
When we catch the noisy in our realWhen we catch the noisy in our real
world’s roads, we can use this 
function to put this datas in our
virtual city and then make an analy-
-sis in the noisy wall. 
We can also connect the monitoring
devices of noisy in the city to input
datas in our virtual world. datas in our virtual world. 
By achieving this analysis in the
virtual world, we can easily make
a more efficient control in our real
world.
 

We have already tried to do a lot of transpotation simulations in the virtual
city and this time we don’t only stop in doing simulation in virtual city. We
propose a new idea and realize the transporation synchronization between
real world and virtual city.
The first picture is a car in the real world road which is shooted by camera
in the road. We choose a kind of car in the software to represent the car in
the real world and then when the car in the real world is driving into us, the the real world and then when the car in the real world is driving into us, the 
car in our virtual city driving into us at the same time. In order to show this
function, we make the camera video into the video wall in the software. And
then we can see this synchronization between virtual city and real world 
                                                                              directly.
                                                                              Another picture is a busy street
                                                                              near Shanghai Railway station.
                                                                              Also, we can not only do simulation                                                                              Also, we can not only do simulation
                                                                              for a single car, but also for a
                                                                              traffic flow.
                                                                              In 3D virtual city, we can easily get
                                                                              the car track data and road data,
                                                                              so this function may help us do
                                                                              car accident investigation analysis                                                                              car accident investigation analysis
                                                                              easily. We can also do some tsu-
                                                                              -nami analysis in the virtual city.
                                                                              When the tsunami is coming, we 
                                                                              can make real time monitoring on
                                                                              the dynamic condition of flood and
                                                                              then reflect the real sea water                                                                              then reflect the real sea water
                                                                              condition directly into the virtual
                                                                              city.
                                                                              This must be a big step for our
                                                                              construction of smart city. 

We design the subway passways in the first floor of the subway station. The
chromatic music waving wall, “S”waving waiting chairs and sakura elevator
are all in the first floor. People can take the elevators to get into the second
floor. The braces of the second floor are like the sakura tree branches. The
ceiling of the subway station is like the wave in the sea, the top two flower is
the flowers in the sea. We choose the name “sakura in the sea” for this
subway station, not only for the designing of the station, but also for thesubway station, not only for the designing of the station, but also for the
representation of Japan.
Our wall and the ceiling of the station all choose the streamline structures.
More than take the wave shape as the main designing element, because that
streamline structrue can reduce the resistence from wind and flood which 
can make our station live longer than buildings with other structures.
When the wind and flood come, they will not cause a big damage of the station.
The streamline station combines the modern mechanics and the beauty of The streamline station combines the modern mechanics and the beauty of 
nature together. 
When concerned about the flood influence on our station, we design the four
vertical doors to close the station to make sure that the facilities in the station
will not be damaged.
“Sakura in the sea” is not only appreciated by its beauty shape, but also its
useful design for people and for life.

Camera synchronization in virtual city

Chromatic music waving wall
In reality, I find that when people are waiting for 
arriving of the subway, they always do nothing but
playing their mobile phones. I design this chromatic
column for people who feel boring in their waiting 
times. They can enjoy their waiting times by touching
the different color balls in the waving wall. Each color
represents a different sound. People can touch themrepresents a different sound. People can touch them
continuously to make melody. We disign two kinds 
of shapes sakura and waving aquatic plant for the 
balls.

 

For chair designing, in order to cater for our “4S”feature , we choose “S”as our
designing element. The handrail and the bottom or the chair are all own the shape of
“S”. In the bottom of the chair, we create the fold structure which is unusall with 
the ordinary chair. 

The two big sakura solar energy device is in the top of the elevator and the
whole subway station. Their flower petals are solar panels which can absorb
solar energy and turn it into electronic energy. This process will be realized
in the center of the flower and then provide the power to the elevator directly.
 This design makes full use of our sustainable 
theme. The petals of the flower can change 
their directions flexable and easily which 
help them absorb the sunshine in the high
limit. 
By combining with the beauty and the func-
-tion together, our sakura solar energy devi-tion together, our sakura solar energy devi
ce are not only represents the bloom flowers
in the sea, but also gain many useful functions.

Sakura in the Sea


